Directed s-t connectivity is the problem of det,ecting whether there is a path from a distinguished vertes . $ to a distinguished vertex t in a directed graph. We prove time-space lower bounds of ST = Q( vi2/ log i t ) and S112T = R(mn1/2) for Cook and Rackoff's JA(; model [8], where VI is the number of vertices antl I H the number of edges in the input graph, and S is the space and T the time used by the JAG. We also prove a timemore powerful node-named JA(; model of F'oon [ 131.
Introduction
The s-t connectivity problem is a fnndament.al one in computational complexity theory. The R-l connectivity problem for directed graphs (STCON) is tlic prototypical complete problem for nontlet,eri-ninist,ic woiilcl prove that DSPAC!E(f(ii)) = NSPACE(f(i1)) for any constriict.il>le / ( i t ) = 51( log( 7 1 ) ) [ Proving lower bounds on the time or space requireirients of STCON for a general model of computation, siicli its a Turing rnachine, is beyond the reach of current. t8rchniques. Thus, it is natural to consider a sfrucfiirrd iriotlel [4] whose basic operations are based on tlic st.ructure of the graph, as opposed to being based 011 tlic hits i n the graph's encoding. A natural struct.ured inodcl for the problem of s-t connectivity is the ".jiiiiiping :uit.oniat.on for graphs", or JAG, introducecl I)y Cook and R.ackolf [8]. A .]A(; t-iioves a set. of pel>-bles on the graph. There are two basic operationstiroving a pebble along a directed edge in the graph, antl jitmping a pebble from its current location to the vrrtztix occupied I>y another pebble. Although tlie JAG inotlcl is striict~~ired, it is not weak. In particular, it is geiieral enough thatn rnost known deterministic algorithins for graph connectivity can be iniplemented 0 1 1 it.. I'oon [I:]] introdiices the more powerful notleiiarnecl JA(; ( N N J A C ) , an extension of the JAG rnotlel wlierc. t . 1~ comput~atioi~ is allowed to tlepencl on the nanies of t.lw nodes OH which tlw pebbles are located. unrestricted JAG model [9] .
The standard algorithms for s-t connect.ivit.y, breadth-and depth-first search, r i m in optinial t,iri-ie O(m + ti) and use @ ( t i log t i ) space. At tlir other extreme, Savitch's Theorem [lS] provides a small space (O( log2 T I ) ) algorithm that requires time ex ponen tin1 in its space bound (i.e., time ,io(loRn)).
Barnes cl al. [l] show the first sublinear space, polynomial t,iiiie algorithm for STCON. All of these algorit. Our main results are to prove lower Iioiind~ of ST = R(n2/logti) and S112T = R(tnit'/') for \T('ON on the JAG model, and of S'I3T = Q (~I ' /~T I ' /~) 011 the more powerful Node-Named JA(; rnotlrl, wlierr S is the space and T the time used by the JA(;, This last bound is proved on probabilistic N N J A ( ; s by transforming the machine into a structured hrrinching program, and following the fraiiiework introtliicetl by Borodin e2 al. [SI. These lower bortntls approacli the known upper bound of T = O ( n t ) when .S = @ ( t i log n), and are the first, time-space tratleoff on JAGS with an unrestricted niimlwr of juriiping pel)-bles.
In the following section, we forrrially tlefiiic. t.lit, models used in this paper. In Section 3, we descrihe the family of layered graphs, the graphs we use t.o prove our lower bounds. In Section 4 we prove {.lie ,U7 = R(tiz/ logn) lower bound for the original J A G iiiotlel, and in Section S we prove the S113T = !2(~ri'/3n'/'') bound for the probabilistic node-named J A G . Finally, Section 6 presents some notes and a tlisciission of future work. The bound in Section 5 is proved on probabilistic machines with one-sitletl error. We caii also show the same bound for the st,ronger class of probabilistic machines with two-sided error. To save space, the proofs of this result and of tlie bound of The space used by a branching program is the logarithm base 2 of the number of nodes in tlie program. This is equivalent to viewing the space as the nurnber of bits of workspace, or as the number of bits required to specify the current state. A branching program is said to be leveled if the nodes can be assigned levels so that the root has level 0 and all edges go front otic level to the next.
We add probabilism to the above models in the fol- This method is therefore stronger than supplying the model with a few random bits at each time step.
Comb and Layered Graphs
We prove the time-space lower bound of Section 4 on a class of graphs known as layered graphs.
A layered graph consists of 1 = 9 layers, each containing x vertices, plus the extra distinguishecl vertex t. The vertices in layer i are denoted
The distinguished vertex s will be set to be U (~, I ) . A layered graph lias tlirer types of edges. The vertices in tlie first layer are connected using a directed path of .y -1 crossedges, ery vertex in layers 1 tliroiigli I -1 ha9 two downedges connecting it to vertices on tlie next, layer. Finally, there may or may not be an edge from a vertex on layer 1 to the distinguished vertex 1. The. edges are labeled in a straiglitforward way, say with 1 and 2 for tlie tlowiiedges of each node and 3 for the crossedges. See Figure 1 for an example of a layered graph.
We prove the time-space lower bound of Section 5 on a cliffertwt. class of graphs, known as comb graphs. A coiiil) graph, illustmtArtl in Figure 2 , is composed of it hack, y feelh., pliis the clistingiiislietl node t . The hack of the con-ih consists of a tlirecte.d path of n nodm V I , . . . , ti,,. The first node ti1 is the distinguished node s. Tlie rlh tooth consists of the directed path tt(r,1), . . . , tl(r,I). The length of each tooth will be I = 1 . x so that tlie total number of nodes in a comb graph IS N = 2,a + 1.
Tliere are nr (2 11) directed coiiiiectiiig edges el , . . . ,e,,, each going from a back node ui to the top of one of the teeth in such a way that that the outdegree of any two back nodes can differ by at most 1.
In particular, if n1. = n, tlie out-degree of the graph is two. More formally, for j E { 1, . . . , ni}, the connecting edge edge e, is the [;I*'' edge emanating from back node V((jn,,,dn)+lj~ and has label [$I. Tlie variables y~, . . . , y, , , E { 1,. . . , x} will be used to specify which tooth each of tlie connecting edges leads to. Specifically, yj = r* means that tlie edge ej leads to tlie top notle of the rrh tooth. We will allow double edges, so it, is of no concern if two edges from the same back node vi go to the saiiie tooth.
If there is to he a directed path from s to t then the notlc 1 is attached to the bottorn of at least one of the teeth. The variahles c y [ , . . . , c y x E (0, 1) will be x, the number of vertices in a layer (for a layered graph) or the number of teeth (for a comb graph), is a parameter that will be chosen after the space allocated to the model is fixed. In Theorem 1 i t is set to n/log(n/p), and in Theorem 2, it is set to n i f 1 1 4 . Intuitively, solving STCON for layered graphs is dificult because there are x2' possible paths from s to vertices on layer 1. The J A G must potentially check each such path before it can be sure whether or not. t is not connected to s. Of course, t,liese patlis will overlap in many places, but because the ntotlel is allocated a bounded amount of space, it is tlifliciilt for it to "remember" which subpaths have been t.raverset1 already. Therefore, many subpaths must be traversed many times before the J A G is sure t,liey have all heen traversed. Similarly, it is tlifEcult for a JAG t.o "remember" which teeth in a comb graph have been traversed, so some teeth may get traversed niany t,in-tes before the J A G is sure that they all have Iiren t,ra. Since the space of a JAG, S , is defined to be at least plogn, the time-space tradeoff ST = Q( follows. Note that the theorem sets no limit on tltc nitinber of states in the JAG. For the inductive step, assume there is a (L-I)-tree, Gk-1, and aleafu, in Gk-1 such that the coinputation of the JAG J on ck-1 never places a pebble on 0.. Think of Gk-1 as follows. It has k -1 layen of a layered graph. Layer k has 2x vertices, the vert.ices in the second level of the binary trees rooted at layer k -1. Each of these vertices is the root of a directed binary tree of depth / -E + 1. Denote these 'Ly disjoint binary trees by 7 1 , . . . , 7 z X . Denote the downedges going from layer k -1 to the roots of these trees by el, ... To complete the induction step, we must find a leaf vertex of the k-tree that is never visited during the computation by J on the graph. Let 7, be the tree of Gk-1 containing the leaf vertex 11,. Delete 7 . from the group Sh that contains 7. and form a iiew group Sx containing only 7,. This new partition a1.m has the required property. Consider the leaf vertex of 7; corresponding to the leaf vertex 11, of 7,. The rl-tme Gk, defined by this new partition, has the property that the only way to get from s to this leaf vertex is to traverse to the downedge e. and then to follow the path through the tree to the leaf. In fact,, iiicluctivrly we can prove that this path is unique and is tlctinetl by the same sequence of labeled edges i n both (;k-, and Gk. Suppose that, in the graph G k -1 , there is a unique path from s to the leaf ut. It. would follow that there is the same unique path froin s to the leaf vertex in question. Hence, it is reasonable t,o denote both the leaf vertex of Cik-1 and this leaf vertex of G k by U*.
Proof of Theorem
By the induction hypothesis, the conipii tatioii of J on Gk-1 never reaches the vertex U,. By the statetl property of the partition, the computation on G k is identical to that on Gk-1. The same sequelice or 1al)cls that must be traversed to reach v* in G'k must b e traversed to reach U, in Gn-1. I t follows that, the computation on Gk never reaches the vertex 71.. This completes the inductive step.
After collapsing the t-tree graphs at, each layer, we obtain a layered graph C;, with 11. vertices. We also find a leaf U, of this graph that never contains a pel,-ble during the computation of J. Let. G'i be the same graph as GI except that there is a directed edge froi1.i the leaf U , to the distinguished vertex t . Uecaiise J never places a pebble on vertex u,, it can never cletect. whether or not there is an outgoing edge from 11. to t . Therefore, J's computation is the sair-ie on I)oth GI and Gi, and hence J gives an incorrect, answer for one of the graphs. Note that pebbles located on vertex t do not give the JAG any information about incoming edges. In fact, because t has no outgoing edges, pebbles on t can only move by jumping.
Node Named JAGS
In this section, we strengthen the previous result so that it applies to the stronger "JAG model. The tradeotr is proved By translating any NNJAC; algorithm into an (r-way) branching program. For a description of the branching program model, see Section 2. The lower bound follows tlie framework introduced by Borodin el (11. [GI and used by Borodin and Cook [5] . .If the computation time is short, then for each input there must be a short sub-branching program in which a lot of the "progress" required for the input is macle. However, no sub-branching progratn is able to accomplish this for many inputs. Therefore, in order to handle all of the inputs, the branching program must be composed of many sub-branching prograi-ns. This means that the branching program has niany nodes and hence uses a lot, of space.
A probabilistic algorithm is said to allow one-sided error for a langiiage L if for every input not in L , the correct answer is given, but for inputs in L , the incorrect. answer illay be given with some probability bountletl by a constant. We consider algorithms with one-sided error for s-l nonronnectivity. [Jsing an argun-ieiit even simpler than Yao's, it is siifticient to prove the theorem for a fixed random striiig R E (0, I}'. 'I'herefore, fr0t.n here on, the probahilistic aspect of tlie algorithm is clfoppecl. The only randoiiliiess will coine from the choice of the input
The input domain consists of the same comb graphs as used i n Theorem 1. The only difference is that the model requires that. the inpiit includes a "name" for each of the nodes. These names c.ould be assigned arbitrarily. However, we will simply use the names vi and ~(~3 ) that were used to describe tlre graph. The effect is that the model always knows which notle within the comb graph structure each pebble is on. Considering this fixed naming only strengths the lower bound result.
The probability distribution D is tlefinetl by constructing comb graphs as follows. Set (1, = 0 for all r E { 1, . . . , x}. Thus all inputs C; E 2, are not in STCON. What remains is to set the random variables 11, . . . , ym specifying which teeth the connecting edges e l , . . . ,em are attached to. Randomly partition the teeth into two equal size subsets easy2eeth~; and hnrdteethc C { 1,. . . , x}. Randoinly choose 4 of the connecting edges and put the associated variables !I, in the set hardedgesc. Randomly attac.11 each or tliesr Uhard" connecting edges to one of the "haril" tctrth in a +"-one way. The set errsyedgesc; is tlefinetl to contain the remaining yj variables. Independently assign each yj E easyedgesc a tooth from rcisyfyleethc; chosen uniformly at random.
The Definition of Progress
The lower bound measures, for each input. G and each step in the computation, how much progress has been made towards solving s-t connectivit,y. We will say that the amount of progress made is tlrr nurrihrr of hard teeth, i.e. r E hardteethc, that. have hat1 a pebble on their bottom node U(,,/) at sorrie point so far during the computation. I t turns out. that if the correct answer has been obtained for G e STCON, then lots of progress must b e been made. 
Proof of Lemma 2: Suppose that G 4 STCON antl
there is a hard tooth r E hnrdteethc; such that during the 'computation there is never a pebble on bottom node of this tooth. Let G' be obtained from G I)y connecting the bottom nod'e of the rth tooth to t , i.e. set ckr = 1. The NNJAG model is defined sircli that it.
can only learn whether there is a directed edge froin U(,,/) to t by having a pebble on node ti(,,/). T h t d o r e , the computation on C; and G' is tlie same. Since C' E STCON, the answer given must be that the graph is connected. Since C; 4 STCON, this implies that C : $Z C.
The next lemma uses the fact that NNJAC; is not a random access machine to prove that 1 time st,eps arc. required to make progress for one tooth. Lemma 3 fat some step,. the r f h tooth docs mot contain a pebble, fhen a pebble musf enter ihc loollt W R one o f f h e connecting edges and each edge in the tooth rnusi k traversed by some pebble, before a pebble arrives at the bOftO7Pl of this tooth.
Proof of Lemma 3:
The NNJAC; model does not allow a pebble to arrive at a node unless there is another pebble to jump to or it walks there. = Moving a pebble to the hottom of a tooth in itself requires too. little tinre for progress to be sufficiently costly for a superlinear lower bound. Additional cost occurs because many easy teeth must be traversed before a hard tooth is found. The distribution D on comb graphs is defined so that the easy teeth are acctsed by most of the connecting edges, hence are easy to find. This is why arriving at the bottom of these teeth is not considered to be progress. On the other hnnd, tlre hard teeth are each attached to only one connecting edge antl hence are hard to find.
Converting an NNJAG into a Branching Program
The proof technique is to convert a "JAG algorithnr into a Imanching prograrn. I n general, proving lower Iroiintls on branching programs is very difficult. Ilowever, the branching program that we will obtain will have "stmctiirc" iniposecl on i t by the structure of the N N J A G rnodel. 1,emma~ 2 and 3 characterize the required structiire.
Consider any fixed NN.1 AC; algorithm. The leveled I)ranching progranr P is formed a s follows. There is i i irotle ( Q , I1,T) in P for every configuration (Q, TI) of the NNJAG algorithm and time step T E ( I , . . . , T,,,,,}, where T,,,, is tlie bound given in the theorein. A n NNJAC; configuration (9, ll) is specified by t.he current state Q E { 1, tioir of the 1) pebbles E { I , . . . , N } p . Start, accept, and reject states of the NNJAG translate to start, accept, antl reject configuration nodes of the branching progranr, respectively. There is a directed edge from configuration nocle (Q, n, T) to (Q, n', T + 1) in P, if there exists a c.oml) graph for which our fixed "JAG algoritlini woulcl cause this transition.
The time step T is inclutled in the configuration ((2, n , T ) so that 7' is acyclic. and 1ev:led. Although the N NJ A G c.ornputation may run arbitrarily long for some G, we will only be concerned about the first 7;,,,, 5 n2 steps. The number of nodes in P is x i z p x ti2 E .2i'+o(I))s, where s = log, Q + pIog, n is the space of the ".JAG. Hence, ( I + o( 1)) S is the space wecl by P.
Proving Lower Bounds on a Branching Program
The first step of the Borodin et al. [6] framework is to break the leveled branching program P into a collection of shallow sub-branching programs. This is done by breaking P into layers of h = $ levels each and considering the sub-branching programs rooted at each node on the inter-layer boundaries. We now prove that for the inputs that make lots of progress in a small acount of time, there must be a sub-branching program P that makes quite a bit of progress for this input.
Lemma 4 The next step is to prove that a shallow subbranching program cannot make this much progress from manyjnput. Consider one of the sub-branching programs P E P . We will determine how much progress it makes for every input G E P (even if tlie computation on input G never reaches the root of P).
Recall that each node (Q, U, T) of the Ininching program specifies the location of every pehble in the comb graph. Define F C_ { 1,. . . , x} to be t,he set of teeth that contain pebbles at the root of ?. Because there are only p pebbles, 1 . 7 1 5 p. For each input G E D , define CG C { 1,. . . , x } to be the set of teeth that do not contain pebbles at the root of 9, yet whose bottoms contain a pebble at sorne point during the computation by P on G. By Lemma 3, each edge of each tooth in CC must, be traversed by some pel)-y e . The teeth have length 1 and the cornpiitat>ion hy P performs only h steps; therefore l C~l 5 f . The proof is left for the full paper. The idea is as follows. Within the distribution D , the probability of a particular tooth r E { 1,. . . , x} being hard is Q. However, the "JAG is not able to move a pebble to a particular toot,h. Instead, it, must select, a connecting edge e, and move a pebble into what ever tooth it is attached to. The rnodel can identify the tooth found by the name of its top node. However, the bounded space model cannot have stored very much information about whether or not, this tooth is hard. Therefore, the algorithm has little information on which to base the decision ns to whether to move the pebble to tlie bottom of tlie cooth (i.e. r E CG) or not. It turns out that the tooth is hard iff the connecting edge e, is Iiard and the probability of this is only Ca depends on the input C only as far as which compiitation path y it follows. Therefore, it is well defined to instead refer to the set C,. Because every input follows one and only one cornputation path y through P , it is sufficient, to prove that for every path y, a lot of progress is rriatle for very few of the inputs that follow t,he computation patch y. Specifically, for each path 7 through P , we prove that, PraE-p IC,nhardteethcl 2 Each tooth 7-E C, can he thought, of as a trial. The rth !,rial consists of choosing a random input C; subject to the conclition that G fol-!ows the computation path y. The trial succeeds if the rrh tooth is hard. These t8rials may not, be intlepentlent. Hence, the Chernoff bounds cannot Be applied directly. Instead, for each trial r E C, antl eac.1) outscome o E {si~ccercis, f a i i s ) c~-{~) of thr other trials, we prove that, PrcEn hardteethc I G follows 7 and satisfies 01 5 2 = p. Given this, a version of the Chernoff bounds can be applied.
Because r E GI we know that at the beginning of the sub-branching program 6 , the rth tooth h e s not contain a pebble and at some point in the computation a pebble arrives at the bottom of this tooth. Therefore, by Lemma 3, we know a pebble must enter the rrh tooth via one of the connecting edges during the computation path y. Without loss of generality, let the connecting edge in question be e,. Note that when a pebble walks the connecting edge ej into the top of the rrh tooth, the branching program learns that yj = r . Hence, the condition that "G follows y" includes the condition that yj = r . How other conditions 7 and 0 effect the probability will be left for the full version. The next step after Lemma 5 1s to prove is that if each sub-branching program P makes sufficient progress for very few inputs, then not too many inputs have a sub-branching program in wliicli sufficient progress is made. 
-
Proof of Leiiiiiia 6: iFrom Lemma 5, for any subbranching program P, Prcc.o ' 6 that makes 2 2 p + p progress for G 5 2-0.3Bpe. The number of nodes in the entire branching program P a_d hence the number of sub-branching programs P is no more than q x np x Tmat E $l+O(l))s. Thus, the number of inputs that make the _stated progress within some subbranching program PI is no more than $l+O ( 
Open Problems
The obvious open problems presented by this work are to improve the STCON lower bounds for the JAG and "JAG. Currently, there are two lower bounds for the J A G , the ST = Q(n2/Iogn) bound presented in Section 4, and the .5"i2T = R(niti'/') bound, which is proved using a variant. of the partitioning process in Theorerii 1. The former is stronger if ni,5"/' = O(i?/?/ log i t ) , the latter is stronger otherwise. One obvious approach would be to combine the two techniques, but we have so far been unsuccessful at combining the different partitioning process iised to prove the second tradeoff with the inductive shrinking of the graph iisetl in Theorem 1. It would also he usefill to show how to extend either tradeoff to the Node-Named .]A(;. Thcre are other directions in which these results could be extencletl. First of all, while the lower bounds are nearly optimal for large space bounds, they do not seem very good for small space bounds. ( h i one show that the time needed increases superlinearly as the space dec.reases'? Our proof considers only the number of pebbles used by the .JAG, and allows any number of states. In order to get such a bound, one would probably have to devise techniques that take into account. both the nunil,er of states and the number of pebbles. Sec.ontl, one should be able to prove a similar bound on undirected graphs -the current JAG lower bounds for USTCON allow only a small number of pebbles [9].
Ultimately, one would like to prove lower bounds for STCON like those presented above on a general model of computation. Any nontrivial bounds for general models would be a step in this direction. Another, less modest goal would be to add features to the NNJAG to make it more general (as Poon added node names to the JAG to devise the NNJAG [13]), and to prove the same bounds on these more general models.
